FMF-Egypt.com Presents The Fortress Markets Forum (FMF) 2010 Outlook conference in Cairo, Egypt - January 29
With its base of operations in Cairo, Egypt, Fortress is the top provider of financial training and financial
research services. The companys Fortress Training branch is the most important Egyptian provider of
financial training services and prog
Online PR News â€“ 12-January-2010 â€“ With its base of operations in Cairo, Egypt, Fortress is the top
provider of financial training and financial research services. The companys Fortress Training branch is the
most important Egyptian provider of financial training services and programs. The Egyptian company takes
large pride in presenting the international business audience with its next international conference to be held
at the end of January 2009 in Cairo. The two-day Fortress Markets Forum 2010 Outlook conference, will host
financial experts from various markets all over the world, and it will cover subjects such as Egyptian and
international stock exchange markets, the FOREX market, and commodity markets.
Â
The companys unique approach to teaching, leads to students getting a complete comprehension of the
financial markets, through real life experience during the courses. The courses are held by well prepared
course instructors who present students with highly informational stock market analysis case studies,
interactive discussions, and a number of specialized financial applications. The research branch of the Egypt
based company Fortress Research is in charge of providing a large variety of research studies and reports,
including examples such as Egypt stock market analysis reports and stock market analysis for a large
number of other countries from around the world, industry analysis reports, technical reports, stock charts,
research reports for companies operating in any market sectors, highly detailed economical reports for
countries all over the world, and numerous other.
Â
Apart from the fore mentioned services, Fortress Research also provides its Egypt based and internationally
based clients with whole range of other services and solutions including complete evaluation reports for
companies, complete business plans, feasibility reports, and more. The Egypt based Fortress is maintaining
a constant monitoring and performing regular stock market analysis at a global level. These allow Fortress to
bring up up-to-date issues and stock charts, and sensitive topics at the regularly held events where
participants are presented with the speakers unique visions for the future of the Egypt stock market and other
international stock markets.
Â
For more information about the company and the services it provides, please visit the website:
http://www.fmf-egypt.com
Â
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